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WHAT WE DO

Operating through 5 divisions: Technical Event Production, Power, Print,
Infrastructure and Media Solutions we deliver exceptional events across the
UK and beyond.

TECHNICAL EVENT PRODUCTION
We’re here to enhance your event - whether
it be a conference, awards dinner, charity
event, exhibition, or party our creative experts
will become part of your team in order to
understand what your goals are so that we can
help you to deliver them.
Event Production Management We offer a
full production service, working closely with
clients from the initial concept to design, to the
installation and completion we deliver all the
technical aspects truly becoming your Technical
Event Production Partner.
Audio Visual Supply If you are just looking for
technical support and AV hire we can provide
our high-quality equipment and qualified
technicians to work with you on your event.

MEDIA SOLUTIONS
We are live video production experts.
Our in-house team of media professionals can
create stunning presentations, animations or
video, to compliment any event. We collaborate
with you and work together to create the bestfit solution.
Whether it’s a live event or creating video
content for DVD, web cast or relay screens, our
video production services can be tailored to
meet your needs.

POWER
Let us take care of your event power, whether
it be for an outdoor event such as a festival
or show, indoor event including conferences,
awards dinner, exhibition or party (in fact any
event that needs to incorporate power either
from the mains or a generator we can manage it
for you) including the ever so important BS7909
sign-off for temporary events.
We have a fleet of towing vehicles to deliver
generators where they are required and we
can control fuel management using our road
tow bowsers. With an extensive stock of power
distribution equipment, cable, ancillary lighting,
emergency lighting and generator equipment,
we are well placed to manage projects of all
sizes.
With the recent acquisition of RS Power we have
increased our stock levels and product range to
suit the requirements of both the production
and dry hire market.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Turn to Visions for your event infrastructure
support.
For many years we have assisted London
Heathrow Airport and the Thames Valley Police
with event infrastructure support which includes
everything from marquee structure design and
layout, temporary trackway solutions, temporary
internet network access and power solutions.
Whether these solutions are required as part
of a planned event or exercise or required in
response to an emergency situation the team
at Visions will work with you to understand your
brief before designing the optimum solution at
the best price possible.

PRINT SOLUTIONS
Visions Print Solutions provides large format
printing solutions. We have a diverse range of
signage products and can provide anything from
a simple print or banner stand to a complex
exhibition graphic system.
Using the latest printing technology, we can
provide print solutions for indoor or outdoor
marketing communications. Whilst we work
predominantly within the events sector our
experience and capability cover a whole range
of industries.

PLANNING YOUR PRODUCTION

We are committed to excellence and work on events across
the globe of all different sizes and capabilities. Our team of
experts know how to turn your vision into reality.

Every successful event requires meticulous planning; efficient,
seamless execution; experience, hard work and creativity; and the
right people and skills in place when you need them.
After all, our industry has perfected the process for delivering success.

We create targeted event concepts that will stimulate, engage and challenge. Our objective to ensure that
we deliver the best solutions within the budget, without compromising quality or standards.
Our creative team, producers, technical managers, lighting and set designers work closely together to
produce integrated event solutions.
We care passionately about every event we produce; therefore, it is vital to us that we clearly understand
our clients’ business and objectives in order to make every project surpass expectations.
We are helping clients successfully develop and produce stunning events by:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Providing quality equipment & using it to its full 		
potential
Understanding our clients brief and vision
Being flexible at all stages of the project
Using media in conjunction with hardware
Thinking outside the box
Developing ideas even if they are off the wall and making
you stand out from the crowd

OUR APPROACH

Working closely with you we will ensure that your event
leaves a lasting impression and are committed to meeting and
exceeding your objectives.

We are passionate about Event Production. We are dedicated experts
in this field and keep ourselves up to date with the latest trends,
techniques and equipment.

We have built up a reputation for truly partnering with our clients; our creative experts will become part of
your team in order to understand what your goals are so that we can help you to deliver them.
The team at Visions takes pride in what we deliver, each of us personally invests in supporting you to help
get the outcome you require to meet and exceed your objectives.
Here’s how we like to work:

Every client is allocated a dedicated Account Manager whose role is to know the client, their business,
the needs and their message. You will work with this Account Manager from initial enquiry through
to event delivery and post event feedback.
We present a realistic, high quality, genuine quoted specification for you; that means a solution that
can do the job, that will fit your business, with technical engineers that have the skills that you
require.
We work hard for clients and staff. Communication is a big part of this, so we pride ourselves in
getting back to you when we say we will, and keeping you informed of progress on the project.
We work quickly and efficiently so you can build an immediate picture of the solutions that we are
offering to your business. We have developed a huge library of pictures and designs which we can use
as a starting point to develop with you.
We listen to your ideas and can develop them into workable solutions. And, we like to think we’re a
good team to have by your side; flexible, accessible, knowledgeable, professional and trustworthy.

ABOUT US

We are a full service production company that can transform
your live event.
Talk to us about your next event on 0870 042 2602

Visions is one of the fastest growing production companies in the
UK. With its lively and energetic management and operational style,
Visions provides services to a wide range of clients from blue chip
companies through public sector to private individuals. With a range
of services including; rental, production management, conference
management, audio visual supply and power distribution, we can
meet any needs.

Established in 1999, becoming a limited company in 2001, Visions has grown from strength to strength, still
with the original directors at the helm. In 2005 Meridian Marquees was acquired, at the time, one of Visions
clients. Both companies still trade separately, however providing a unique relationship, being able to draw
on each other’s services as required.
The main stable of Visions business is the audio-visual world; we supply sound, lighting, and audio-visual
solutions for events, conferences and live shows across the world. We take the client’s requirement very
seriously and produce the most suitable outcome to fit the brief and budget.
All our equipment sits in line with the main industry standards and follows a strict maintenance schedule.
We do not quote a BMW and give you a Ford Fiesta.
We have in-depth knowledge of working at many of the leading venues across the UK having worked
on numerous shows, conferences and projects across a range of venues such as The Royal Albert Hall,
Banqueting House, Roundhouse, Lincolns Inn and other such historic places. We are also nominated
suppliers to venues including the City of London’s Guildhall, The Barbican or the prestigious Wellington
College and Hedsor House.
Ever expanding with a passion to create great events across the world, we have started working overseas,
with partners or subsidiaries in Hong Kong, Singapore, Australia and Dubai.
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